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Summary
Restau’run’ provides restaurant goers with a more pleasant dining experience. It enables users to
queue on cloud and view menus in advance from mobile devices. Our mobile app informs diners
with the wait time across different restaurants of interest. The app uses geolocation data and allows
a user to be added to one queue if the user is within 500 meter radius from the restaurant. While a
user is waiting, the system pushes remaining wait time notifications to mobile devices, essentially
freeing up a user from physically stuck in the line before being seated. In addition, the system frees
users from the geographic and space constraints to browse through dishes on mobile devices.
In order to enable automated queuing on the cloud, we will build a queuing system, with a
browserbased frontend, free of charge for participating restaurants. Restaurants will benefit from
the increase in table turnover rate due to a shorter customers dishes selection time, improved
customer experience due to the shortening line, and increase in waiting customers retention.
As we gain an increasing users base on white collars, we will further expand our market to dinner
dining by integrating with restaurants’ PointofSale system. With the assistance of POS system, our
mobile app will allow restaurant goers to preorder dishes and prepay at a discount. The bills will
be settled with the restaurants on a weekly bases.

Trend
Mobile internet is becoming an increasingly important part of people's life. People are filling up
their fragmented time playing with their smartphones. Evidences can be drawn from all aspects of
our lives, for example, Facebook now has half its traffic originated from mobile devices, or the
result presented by the research shows that 90% of the people will use their smartphones while
sitting on a toilet. There is simply no coming back for this trend.
Middle class income is growing in China, thus bringing a higher demand for food services.
Estimated restaurant consumption in China is over 1 Trillion RMB for one year. However, not all
restaurants accept reservation. Today in Hangzhou, new restaurant chains such as WaiPoJia don’t
accept reservation for groups under eight. These popular chain restaurants like see very popular
demand among Chinese diners, and wait time can easily exceed one hour on a weekday.
Many other major cities are having the same phenomenon. Excessive waiting time easily
undermines the overall dining experience of the customers, while from the perspectives of
restaurant owners, it largely hinders the table rotation pace which directly influences the revenue.
At the same time, we witness the exciting opportunities for mobile applications brought by the
improved locationbased technology and coverage of 3G network.

Problem
Today, if you go to a popular restaurant in a firsttier city in China, such as the WaiPoJia, a
customer may typically have to wait for, on average, 1 hour to be seated, which is largely because
these popular restaurants refuse to take reservation for parties under eight people. Estimated data
shows that for restaurants that fail to actively manage long lines, up to 50% of customers may leave
because of long waiting time. While on the other hand, the number drops to 20% for those
restaurants who actively manage the lines.
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White collars working in business districts, such as LuJiaZui in Shanghai, especially experience
such difficulties when the lunch hours come. This group of population usually have limited lunch
break, yet they demand a decent quality meal. However the dilemma they face is that most
restaurants in business malls are too expensive while the cheap and tasty restaurants are hard to
discover, and often require a waiting time.
Wait is an irritating process and a customer could have been selecting dishes, shopping, or touring
around instead. Restaurants are aware of this. HaiDiLao implemented their own online dish
ordering service, and have developed special games to entertain customers who are waiting.
On the other hand, restaurants maximize their revenue by increasing the turnaround rate for each
table. The time consumer spend ordering dishes and paying bills is wasted time, which could
otherwise be used to increase table turnover rate and therefore generate more revenue.

Value Propositions
Our mobile app provide users with uptodate and accurate wait time of nearby restaurants, and
therefore enables users to make informed decisions and maximize time utility. With our product,
diners can dine with less hassle by virtually waiting in a queue from a distance, viewing remaining
wait time, and making decision on dishes beforehand on their own mobile devices.
Restaurants can increase table turnover rate as customers decide on dishes in advance and thus
order faster. Restaurants increase retention rate of waiting customers as customers decide on the
dishes in advance, which increases the commitment level. However, the gains is not limited among
popular restaurants, less occupied restaurants can increase their exposure to the diners using our
product because of shorter wait time as shown on mobile app.
Our team will provide all the technical support, thus saving restaurants resources in developing
their own mobile or web applications. By integrating and constructing a uniform platform we can
implement more features that improve the overall dining experience of our users.

Solution
Our solution features a mobile app that is supplemented with a webapp for the customers and a
standardized queue management webapp for the restaurants as well.

1st Stage
During the primary stage, we will build a uniform queue system which each participating restaurant
will use. The front end of this system will be a webapp accompanied with a desktop app serving as
a backup for internet down time. For customers, the mobile app locates the position of the user and
aggregates wait time across nearby restaurants. Once the customer decides which restaurant will be
the destination, the app will add the user onto the queue as long as the user is physically within 500
meters radius to the restaurant. Meanwhile, users can get push notifications on remaining wait time,
and browse menu and choose coupon deals before being seated.
During this stage, our priority is to build partnership with those restaurants, serving lunch special to
white collars, located in the Central Business Districts of the 1st tier cities, such as Shanghai.
Therefore, our target population is those white collars, aged from 2540 and using smart phones.
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For customers:
● Locate the position of the user and aggregate wait time
information from participating restaurants and present in
search results
● Allows users to be added to the queue by simply tapping
smartphone without talking to the host, as long as user is
within 500 meters range of restaurant. The user will be
redirected to the confirmation page upon success. User will
later authenticate with his cell phone number.
● Enable customers to view estimated queue length/waiting
time remaining at current restaurant.
● Push notifications to customers when only 15 minutes
waiting time remains, or when only 1 party ahead. Instead of
waiting, customers can do shopping, touring.
● Enable users to view menu dishes in advance on mobile
devices. Customers can add dishes to a “toorder list.” After
being seated, the customer may show “toorder” list to the
waiter, who will check if any dishes are soldout.
● Enable users to search restaurants by keyword, location,
ranked by wait time or distance
● When a user is near a participating restaurant, and is
searching, the user will be pushed recommendations with
deals at a particular restaurant.
● Save order history, which will be synced with their account,
based on which personalized recommendations are given.

For restaurants
● Equip restaurants with queue management system as webapps to manage waiting
customers. This queue management system features all the common functions, such as
manually adding customers to queue, announcing due numbers. In addition, for Restau’run’
mobile app users, our system will automatically enqueue, send out waiting time reminders,
check users’ acknowledgement, and check if user is physically nearby (based on
geolocation data).
● Provide easy interface for restaurants to upload/update menu items.
● Provide data analytics and feedbacks to restaurant owners or nearby businesses based on
customer profiles, dishes ordered, visit frequency, keyword searches, and geographical
distribution or track of the customers. The report will provide restaurants a methodical
approach in identifying customer demographic information,comparing their own traffic with
their competitors, identifying dining trend, and evaluating the performance on specific
dishes.
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Queue management webapp for restaurant host:

2nd Stage
At this stage, the priority is to integrate or create a browserbased PointofSale systems across
different restaurants. By stepping in the POS, we will have accesses to restaurants’ inventory data.
This will enable users to order dishes in advance and prepay through Restau’run at discounts.
Our webapp will allow restaurants to promote special deals, which is designed based on the
feedback we provide to the owners. In addition, we will provide advertising opportunities for
culinary, food, and entertainment magazines to increase the app utility and revenue.

For customers:
● Enable customers to directly order dishes, rather than only browsing menus in the 1st stage.
Users can even pick special deals offered by the participating restaurants.
● Provide users with the alternative to pay in advance on web or potentially on the
mobileapp at discounts. Users can link their Restau’run’ accounts to their credit cards once
we strengthen the security.
● Accumulate points for customers. Instead of accumulating points solely in one particular
restaurant to obtain coupons or discounts, we award users for every penny they spent
through Restau’run’. Once certain amount of points are accumulated, we will send out
digital coupons to the users mainly based on their dining preference, which grounded on
the their past dining record.
● Enable users to search by dishes name and special deals.
● Recommend popular or trendy restaurants to customers based on record such as restaurants
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visited, dishes ordered, and taste preferences. A typical recommendation will be similar to
Amazon’s recommendation: “Users who went to A restaurant also enjoyed food at B
restaurant, particularly dish C there.”
For restaurants:
● Inform restaurants with meals/dishes a customer has ordered and payment status by
integrating or creating standardized PointofSale system.
● Provide interface for restaurants to update dishes inventory.
● Provide interface for restaurants to dispatch coupons or special deals.

3rd Stage
During this stage, we will mainly focus on improving and extending the functions of the
application. We want to provide frequent diners with a truly streamlined dining experience by
enabling them to order in advance, pay in advance, and arrive in restaurants greeted by a ready
meal.
● For customers: Deposit cash into their Restau'run' accounts at a discount. Customers can
then consume at any participating restaurants. Bills due will be deducted from their account.
● For restaurants: Develop restaurant’s PointofSale and reservation systems based on
userfriendly webapp.

Product Integration & Data Flow
Our system has three main parts: the restaurant go’ers’ mobile app, the restaurants’ queue
management system, and the server. Our server does the computationally intensive work on cloud,
and synchronizes data between restaurant and mobile devices. * For product specifications, please
see Appendix for details.
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Customers: Frequent Restaurant Goers
Our first target customers are young, tech and financiallysavvy, white collar lunch go’ers. For our
first beta, we will sign up restaurants and open mobileapp to Shanghai LuJiaZui Central Business
District.
According to our preliminary market study, a typical white collar worker in LuJiaZui has 1 hour
lunch break, while the wait time at nearby restaurant is on average 30 minutes. Roughly 65% of
white collars dine out at restaurants. We target our solutions to white collars for their following
needs:
● White Collars can not afford much time waiting.
● They are also slightly picky, and would prefer some different tasty meal from time to time.
● In busy districts such as LuJiaZui in Shanghai, or GuoMao in Beijing, where restaurants
are relatively few, white collars can greatly benefit from reserving, browsing through the
menus, and deciding on the dishes in advance.
A quick and tasty lunch is an essential for the young white collars in business districts. Since these
white collars usually restaurant within walking distance, they can easily use our app to locate a
decent restaurant with short waiting time, tap button to be added onto queue, browse through
colorful menus to decide on meals, and then walk toward the restaurant to be seated directly.

Channels:
We will use primarily two channels for marketing. White collars are formed in close groups, and
therefore word of mouth is extremely important.
1. Leverage participating restaurants as an outlet for marketing
● Print small fliers and distribute at the restaurant checkin desk.
● Encourage restaurant host to educate restaurant go’ers about our app, which can bring
future traffic for less busy restaurants.
● Post posters around restaurant areas
2. Direct marketing
● Use sales staff to stand in front of business buildings, restaurant districts, entrance of
participating restaurants during lunch hours to hand out fliers
3. Use online advertisements
● Place advertisements on websites frequented by white collars, such as KaiXin.

Key Partners: Restaurants
1st Stage: Lunches for white collar (in Central Business Districts)
As a first stage, we will focus on restaurants that offer business business lunch meals for white
collar workers in business districts. For our first beta, we will sign up restaurants and open
mobileapp to Shanghai LuJiaZui Central Business District.
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We will first focus on lunch specials at beginning, because young white collars require a quick and
tasty meal everyday. The business lunch special is a single menu entry that can be easily
predecided on by viewing menu on the mobile app.
In the beginning, we will focus on restaurants with moderate traffic with quality meals, as they are
eager to increase traffic. Restau'run' can increase exposure of restaurants with moderate traffic, and
even redirect traffic from longqueue restaurants.
For more popular restaurants, we will focus on incentives of:
● Increase in traffic, since our app offers an easier way for white collars to queue up, and
● Increase in revenue due to increased table turn over rate, since our apps enable white collars
to view menu items and decide on dishes in advance.
● Not wanting to “miss out” to their competitors on this free marketing opportunity.
In the first stage, we will not charge any commission from the restaurants, in order to maximize
incentives for sign up.
We will provide a draganddrop web interface for restaurants to update menu items. Until we
integrate with restaurant’s PointofSale system, we will send IT support staff weekly to restaurant
to update any menu items.

2nd Stage: Dinners
After we gain the user base, we will enter the dinner market of popular midupper tier new chain
restaurants, such as WaiPoJia. The restaurant dinner market is very big, accounting for more than
50% of the 1 Trillion RMB restaurant market, and presents a lot of opportunities. Rising chain pay
more attention to customer experience and uses consistent IT systems across many stores. In order
to persuade these big players, we need to show tangible revenue increase data resulting from
increased table turnover, and having a strong loyal customer base who are willing to prepay us.

Difficulties & Solutions
Our solution is a dualsidedplatform. Some difficulties we have observed are:
Difficulty: Restaurants are slow in adopting new technologies, and are widely distributed in terms
of IT systems used.
Solution:
● Find a minimal way to interface with the restaurant in the beginning. Chinese restaurants’
queuing systems are very primitive, and therefore is a much easier entry point as compared
to PointofSale or reservation systems.
● Mobilize the mass consumers, who have shown a high adoption ability to new technologies,
to convince the restaurants to use our queuing system, and eventually our PointofSale
system.
● Assign dedicated IT maintenance for each restaurant to interface and maintain systems, to
ensure menus and deals are uptodate.
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Difficulty: Popular restaurants are hard to persuade with “potential increase in revenue.”
Solution:
● Focus on smaller restaurants eager to increase traffic at beginning, in particular restaurants
in business district that offers business lunches.
Difficulty: Hard to collect premium, because 3rdparty service providers not certain of true
payment amount.
Solution:
● Starting 2nd stage, when we accumulate a customers base and obtain dish inventory data
from restaurants, we enable customers to order and prepay to us at a discount. We will settle
with restaurant on a weekly basis. This way, we will control the cash flow.

Marketing Strategy:
Strive for Accurate Wait Time estimation
We realize a key feature of our mobile app is wait time estimation across restaurants. Inaccurate
wait time can cause users to wait longer than expected, or worse, to miss the due time. Therefore,
we should put in continuous effort in improving the wait time estimation algorithm. Wed log the
actual time our app user waits vs. the estimated time. We should keep factoring in more parameters,
such as party sizes, weekend or holiday, time of day, weather, and continuously perform
bestfitting calculation on these parameters on the server.

Strive for Complete & Colorful Restaurant Menus
We realize that a key reason for users to use our app is the colorful dishes pictures, which is fun to
browse through even at fragmented time. Therefore we should be very diligent in getting all
restaurants to upload their menus with high quality pictures. We will send dedicated maintenance
staff to upload and update all dishes weekly. In some cases where the quality of images are
substandard or missing, we will provide photographers to take pictures for dishes.

Sign up Enough Restaurants then Openup to Diners
The usage of the app can be potentially viral, as it depends largely on wordofmouth. If member
restaurants are not able to accommodate for increasing demand in variety, we will lose customers.
We will focus our beta to LuJiaZui business district in Shanghai. Sales team will sign up
restaurants with moderate traffic first in LuJiaZui district that offer business lunches. After we
cover restaurants where about 50% of total white collar visits, we will open the mobile app to white
collars.

Focus on Key Features
When we market our mobile app to consumers, we will focus on our killing features in order of
priority, for easier wordofmouth sharing:
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●
●
●
●

Wait time estimation across restaurants
“Checkin on cloud” as long as user is within restaurants’ 500 meter radius
Wait time reminder
Dish selection on mobile devices

Execution Plan
Weeks

2

4

6

8

10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 34 36 38 40

Technical
Development

UI Customer Validation
Backend
Mobile App Frontend
Web App Frontend
Queuing Systems
UI Polishing
Integrated testing
Alpha testing
Beta Launch

Marketing
Sign up restaurants
test queuing system
Create online menus

Competitions & Differentiation
The restaurant deals market has been highly contended since the beginning of 2000’s. Many
companies tried entering the market and have not been successful. We believe we can be successful
because:
● Improving 3G and mobile device coverage in recent years allows datahungry operations
such as dishes ordering to be possible. Improvement in mobile device technology, in
particular the geolocation technology in recent years allows for more accurate and fast
location tracking.
● Restaurants are slow in adapting to new technologies. Former players who depend both on
restaurant collaboration and customer use ran out of capital. We find a minimal way to
interface with restaurants in the beginning by creating their queue management systems,
and focus on capturing users in the beginning. We will attract a user base first, and then
leverage our user base to persuade the restaurants.
● Earlier attempts in ordering in advance has been to copy CTrip’s model to the restaurant
business. However the model differs in two important aspects:
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1. user easily change mind about which restaurants to go to, and therefore find it hard to
commit in advance
2. as thirdparty service providers, start ups find it almost impossible to find out how much
exactly users spent at restaurant.
Our solution is to target white collar workers in business districts with short lunch break
gap, and to require users to pay in advance in order for us to control the cash flow.

Competitors:

哗
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Restau’run’

Core Product

Deals
(2ndphse)

Order in
Advance
(2ndstage)

Wait Time
Compare &
Reminder

Mobile Check
onto queue

Web

Y

Y

Not Yet *

Not Yet *

Y

Y

Web

Y

Web

Y

Web/Mobile

Y

Mobile

Y

Y

Y

* Among the competitors, only HuaLaLa and DingCanXiaoMiShu allows for actual ordering
in advance. However, DingCanXiaoMiShu’s online menu is minimally complete, and its web
user interface uses unuserfriendly page reload. No competitors yet features wait time status across
restaurants or mobile wait time reminder.
We see HuaLaLa as the biggest competitor, with identical goals, features, and a welldesigned
web user interface. Furthermore, HuaLaLa is working with one chain restaurant to develop a
mobile app, which allows for online reservation and dish ordering.
Our product differs from current competitors in the following important ways:
● Our first and most important product is the mobile app. Mobile apps are taking up more of
users’ fragmented time. Our mobile app will become a goto destination for restaurant
go’ers regarding to reservation, dishes ordering, and restaurant discovery anywhere,
anytime. The mobile app will represent the user’s identity, and offer personalized services
such as locationbased recommendation and push notifications on remaining wait time.
These features will increase user traction our our app. The mobile app also helps us to
capture customers more directly, as users can directly engage with it after learning about it
at a restaurant.
● Niche market focus on lunch specials for young white collar workers in business districts in
the beginning. This will allow us to directly capture desired customers, who are also a
growing consuming power for dinner restaurants market. This customer base will be
essential for entering the more lucrative dinner market later.
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● Extremely easytouse interface for restaurant goers and restaurant owners. For restaurant
goers, our apps allows users to have a very enjoyable online dish ordering experience. For
the restaurant owners, it allows them to upload/update menu items very easily, and to search
analytics about dishes or guests easily. Nowadays a lot of our competitors still use outdated
HTMLreload between pages. That offers poor user experience. Our webapp will use
responsive frontend technology including javascript, CSS, and/or HTML5.
● Accurate recommendations engine algorithms, which takes dish ordering data, will use
Hadoop cloud computing framework to do fast preprocessing, and generate relevant
recommendations results.

Cost & Revenue model
Costs:
● Support cost:
○ Dedicated IT staff per restaurant to update menus and to maintain systems
○ Customers services call handler
○ Photographers to take high quality pictures of dishes
○ Server and storage hosting cost for web and mobileapp.
● Marketing, sales, and business cost of getting the restaurants to use our web and
mobileapp.
● Developer and designer cost to the web and mobileapps. However the cofounders can
build the first working beta.
Revenues
● Commissions, paid by restaurants, resulting from each successful referral from our app (3 
4%). Customers will prepay directly to us, and we will settle with restaurants weekly. In the
first stage, we will not charge this commission in order to maximize restaurants’ incentives
to sign up.
● Advertisement earnings (per impression and per click) from culinary magazines, cooking
clubs, etc.

Financial Forecast
Forecast below assumes:
● Eventually (5th year) covering 25% of addressable restaurants (miduppertier chain) in all
major cities in China. This amounts to:
○ 300 restaurants per 1sttier city (4 total: Shanghai, Beijing, Guangzhou, Shenzhen)
○ 75 restaurants per 2ndtier city (10 total)
● Eventually (5th year) referring 10% of total traffic to target restaurants
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Phase 1
1

Year

Phase 2 & 3
2

Phase 2 & 3
3

Phase 2 & 3
4

Phase 2 & 3
5

Revenues
# 1st Tier Cities Covered
# 1st Tier City Restaurants
Covered (total)
50
# 2nd Tier cities covered
# 2nd Tier City
Restaurants Covered
(total)
# Users
1,000
Prepay from Customers ¥ 0.00
Advertisement
¥ 500.00
TOTAL REVENUE

¥ 500.00

2

4

4

4

200

600

800

1,200

5

10

10

10,000

150
500,000

500
1,000,000

750
2,000,000

¥ 20,250,000.00

¥ 282,600,000.00 ¥ 452,400,000.00 ¥ 678,600,000.00

¥ 5,000.00

¥ 250,000.00

¥ 20,255,000.00

¥ 282,850,000.00 ¥ 452,900,000.00 ¥ 679,600,000.00

¥ 19,440,000.00

¥ 271,674,000.00 ¥ 435,564,000.00 ¥ 653,346,000.00

¥ 500,000.00

¥ 1,000,000.00

Cost
Settlement Payback to
Restaurants
(Commissions deducted) ¥ 0.00
Technical Development
Web Developers
Mobileapp Developers
Designer

¥ 0.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 0.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 100,000.00 ¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

Support
IT Support for Restaurants
Customer Service
Photographer for Dishes
Internet Server

¥ 250,000.00
¥ 37,500.00
¥ 0.00
¥ 10,000.00

¥ 1,000,000.00
¥ 150,000.00
¥ 160,000.00
¥ 50,000.00

¥ 3,600,000.00
¥ 543,750.00
¥ 720,000.00
¥ 100,000.00

¥ 6,000,000.00
¥ 912,500.00
¥ 1,120,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 9,000,000.00
¥ 1,368,750.00
¥ 1,120,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

Marketing & Sales
Sales Staff
Business Cost
Online Advertisement
Printed Posters & Fliers
Operations

¥ 75,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 10,000.00
¥ 100,000.00

¥ 600,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 2,175,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 200,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

¥ 3,000,000.00
¥ 600,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 200,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

¥ 3,000,000.00
¥ 600,000.00
¥ 800,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

TOTAL COST

¥ 682,500

¥ 22,750,000.00

¥ 281,312,750.00 ¥ 449,796,500.00 ¥ 671,634,750.00

EBITDA

¥ 682,000

¥ 2,495,000.00 ¥ 1,537,250.00 ¥ 3,103,500.00 ¥ 7,965,250.00

We are seeking an initial investment of ¥4,000,000 ($640,748) for a negotiable percentage of
shares.
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Team
Software developers
● Previous programming experience at top Hedge Fund and retail startups in the U.S. in
developing backend algorithms, recommendations engine and user interfaces.
Business marketer
● Previous management experience of dining industry and is knowledgeable about market.

Vision
Our vision is to revolutionize the restaurant experience for customers, and generate more revenue,
knowledge, and brandloyalty for restaurant owners. We aim to enable restaurants to offer a fully
personalized dining experience, such as waiter greeting with customers’ names, chatting on
customers’ previous dining experiences, or knowing in advance customers’ dietary preferences.
This personalized user experience is what builds the brand loyalty.
To truly streamline the foodordering & dining process, we need to integrate deeply with, or even
create restaurants’ existing reservation system and PointofSale systems. This way, we will have
better control and access over information of restaurants, and can offer even more information for
customers.
Eventually, we want restaurants to cook food in advance to further streamline the ordering process.
In the U.S., such model has succeeded with food delivery and pickup services. This feature
requires additional commitment from users. We need to weigh the commitment vs. flexibility
preference of customers.
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APPENDIX: Financial Forecast
This table below is for calculating Revenue by commission

1st Phase (business lunches)

Average person spending (¥)
Average restaurant size (# people)
Average parties per table per day
Average days operating (week days only)
Average % diners originated from our app
Average commission charged by our company

Restaurant in 1st Tier City
30
30
3
250
15%
4%

2nd Phase (lunch + dinner)

Average person spending (¥)
Average restaurant size (# people)
Average parties per table per day
Average days operating
Average % diners originated from
our app
Average commission charged by
our company

Restaurant in 1st Tier City
42.5
80
4
300

Restaurant in 2nd Tier CIty
35
60
4
300

10%

10%

4%

3%
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Financial Forecast
Phase 1
1

Year

Phase 2 & 3
2

Phase 2 & 3
3

Phase 2 & 3
4

Phase 2 & 3
5

Revenues
# 1st Tier cities covered
# 1st Tier cities
restaurants covered (total) 50
# 2nd Tier cities covered
# 2nd Tier cities
restaurants covered (total)
# users
1,000
PrePay from Customers ¥ 0.00
Advertisement
¥ 500.00
TOTAL REVENUE

¥ 500.00

2

4

4

4

200

600

800

1,200

5

10

10

10,000

150
500,000

500
1,000,000

750
2,000,000

¥ 20,250,000.00

¥ 282,600,000.00 ¥ 452,400,000.00 ¥ 678,600,000.00

¥ 5,000.00

¥ 250,000.00

¥ 20,255,000.00

¥ 282,850,000.00 ¥ 452,900,000.00 ¥ 679,600,000.00

¥ 19,440,000.00

¥ 271,674,000.00 ¥ 435,564,000.00 ¥ 653,346,000.00

¥ 500,000.00

¥ 1,000,000.00

Cost
Settlement Payback to
Restaurants
(Commissions deducted) ¥ 0.00
Technical Development
Web Developers
Mobile app Developers
Designer

¥ 0.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 0.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 100,000.00 ¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 800,000.00
¥ 300,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

Support
IT Support for restaurants
Customer service
Photographer for dishes
Internet Server

¥ 250,000.00
¥ 37,500.00
¥ 0.00
¥ 10,000.00

¥ 1,000,000.00
¥ 150,000.00
¥ 160,000.00
¥ 50,000.00

¥ 3,600,000.00
¥ 543,750.00
¥ 720,000.00
¥ 100,000.00

¥ 6,000,000.00
¥ 912,500.00
¥ 1,120,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 9,000,000.00
¥ 1,368,750.00
¥ 1,120,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

Marketing & Sales
Sales Staff
Business cost
Online Advertisement
Printed Posters & Fliers
Operations

¥ 75,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 10,000.00
¥ 100,000.00

¥ 600,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 50,000.00
¥ 200,000.00

¥ 2,175,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 200,000.00
¥ 100,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

¥ 3,000,000.00
¥ 600,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 200,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

¥ 3,000,000.00
¥ 600,000.00
¥ 800,000.00
¥ 400,000.00
¥ 500,000.00

TOTAL COST

¥ 682,500

¥ 22,750,000.00

¥ 281,312,750.00 ¥ 449,796,500.00 ¥ 671,634,750.00

EBITDA

¥ 682,000

¥ 2,495,000.00 ¥ 1,537,250.00 ¥ 3,103,500.00 ¥ 7,965,250.00
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APPENDIX: 1st Stage Product Specifications

Integration & Data Flow:
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Usage Process Flow  Customers:
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Before Checkin
1.1 Physically Arriving at Restaurant
When a new user arrives at a restaurant, he will be informed of the app by the restaurant host. The
user will register an account, which requires cell phone number as a necessary information.
1.2 Found Restaurant Through Search

● For customers who already use our app, they will find the restaurant through search feature.
Search enables a customer to discover restaurants based on keyword, physical location, or
peerbased recommendations. A user can rank results by wait time or by distance.
● The search result aggregates the colorcoded waiting time (green for short waiting time, red
for long waiting time) at participating restaurants for a user to make more informed
decisions.
● When searching on web or mobileapps, users will be pushed coupon deals relevant to
their search criteria, physical location, and previous history.
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Checkin at restaurant
2.1 Cloud Checkin
When a user decided on the restaurant to go, a customer will basically tap a button on his
smartphone in order to be added onto a queue. He will receive a confirmation with the position on
queue.
A customer must be physically 500m within the restaurant distance in order to checkin. The
distance will be measured by GPS, which has an error range of about 1015 meter on smartphones.
We choose 500m because:
● 500 meter ensures that the customer can make to the restaurant within 10 min. This ensures
that the user is physically nearby when checkingin.
● For a business district, we expect a white collar to commute around 500 meter to his lunch
restaurant, so that the user can start queuing while travelling.
● 500 meter covers area for a typical mall, and it is logical for the user to select a restaurant
upon entering a mall, or other large public spaces.
The app will allow the user to check in at only one restaurant at a time.

While Waiting to be Seated
3.1 Select dishes
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Upon successful checkin, a user can start mentally selecting his dishes list, from a colorful menu of
dish pictures on his mobile device. The dishes can be ordered by popularity or by price.
The selected dishes list will be saved, and be offered to user as reference upon the next visit. This
dishes list will be synchronized across users’ web and mobileapp accounts.
The selected dishes list enables a customer to make decision in advance. Ordering dishes can be a
stressful process. The product alleviate a user of the timepressure and peerpressure of ordering at
a restaurant table by enabling the user to decide on his own at an earlier time.
As a 1stStage, this list is a toorder list, that does not actually place the order to the restaurant. The
user can announce the list to the waiter at restaurant after being seated at a table. In order to actually
place the order in advance, we need to integrate with restaurants’ PointofSale system, which
tracks the inventory data, as well as scheduling the cooking order. That is an endeavor to be tackled
when we gain restaurants’ trust.
3.2 check wait time remaining

Throughout the waiting time, the customer can open his mobile app, and check for the number of
parties ahead and estimated remaining time. Upon notification, the user can acknowledge that
he/she is aware of the upcoming due time. The restaurant can see the user’s physical presence and
acknowledgement, and make discretionary decision on extending wait time if needed. The
estimated remaining time can be calculated automatically with our serverside algorithm, which
averages for the time elapsed for advancing each party, accounting for the party sizes, and time of
day.
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3.3 get push notifications
The user will be pushed notification when there is 15 minutes estimated wait time remaining, or
only one party ahead. The user is encouraged to respond to the push notification, which will ensure
the restaurant host that the user is aware of the due time.

Back at Restaurant
4.1 return to restaurants to get seated
When the user’s wait ID is called by the restaurant host, the user will authenticate with the host with
his cell phone number.

Backend
User profiles
Before checkingin at a restaurant, a new user must register an account, which is uniquely identified
by his cell phone number. We will associate and store all the user’s activities to his account for
analytics:
● Restaurants checkedin
○ Time
○ Party size
○ If noshow (for credit rate)
○ Payment amount (2nd Stage)
● Dishes selected
● Keywords searched
● Geolocation data
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Usage Process Flow  Restaurant:
On the restaurant side, the queuing system will be a webapp. We will also build a desktop app for
emergency use in case the internet is down. In that case, the mobile app will not show this
restaurant’s wait time information.

Queue Management System
Add to queue
● Manual:
○ The queuing system we build will include all the core functionality a typical
queuing systems provides: log guest name and cell phone number, assign ID to
waiting party, categorize by party size, announce current ID to screen or through
speaker.
● Automatic:
○ In addition, the queuing system will also automatically add to the queue our app
users, who checkin on cloud.

Manage & Notify
The queuing system will also automatically send notification to waiting diner, when there is one
party ahead, or 15 minutes remaining, and show if the user has acknowledged the notification. The
restaurant host can see if the user is within a certain distance to the restaurant without knowing the
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exact location. The system also allows host to oneclicksend notification to customers’
smartphones.
The restaurant host has his own discretion of whether adding grace period to late customers based
on the feedback we provide.

Backend
Menu upload
We will provide a draganddrop web interface for restaurants to update menu items. We will send
IT support staff weekly to restaurant to update any menu items.
Data analytics
Since we digitize the key data, such as guest identity, dishes selected of our app users’ restaurant,
we can provide insightful analytics to restaurant operators. We can perform query on our database
and provide report to restaurants on:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Customer demographics
Customer retention
Customer experience
Traffic trend
Competitor traffic
Trending dishes
New dishes performance
Search engine optimization
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APPENDIX: Technology
Technology
We will use a mySQL database for data storage, and a Django webserver for the webapp. Django
uses Python as its language, and therefore allows for fast development cycle. Since there are a lot of
networking communications between the mobileapp client, the restaurant client, and the server, we
will focus on decreasing the latency of our product.
On the mobileapp side, we will initially use native app, and eventually move to webbased app
when the user behavior is in place. The advantages of each are:
● Native app: easier app discovery and smoother user experience
● Webbasedapp: automatic crossplatform compatibility and ease of maintenance
For native app, we will develop with iOS and Android SDK.

Technical Development Framework
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